Road Traffic Regulation Act 1984 S.14: Temporary Prohibition of Traffic

Location: Road From Bosnieves Road To Penosivvi, Withiel, Bodmin

Timing: 25th February to 1st March 2019 (07:30 to 18:00)

Contact: Dean Bailey, CORMAC Solutions Ltd, Tel: 9300 1234 222

The above closure has been approved. Please click the following link to view a map and associated documents:

https://roadworks.org?tm=112359896

Applicants are reminded that they have undertaken to notify all interested parties known to be directly affected by the closure including, if appropriate, bus companies and all frontagers on the length of the road such as local residents and businesses as well as other traders who may have to make deliveries and/or collections in the area.

Applicants and contractors are reminded that they are responsible for the provision, erection, maintenance and removal of all necessary signing.

Kind Regards

Streetworks
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